
8:21 pm call to order
Motion to approve: kimi, nicole seconded

Yule ball update
Josh: we learned that cmc wasnt allowed to go the same time u did, misinterpretation of our
policy, everythings in our email, i can ask questions
Zane: anyone with specific questions
Kimi: whats the best meme
Josh: jimmy neutron meme
Nicole: who sent it
Josh: pomona events committee
Nicole: can u tell us about snow globe
Tori: SG is not 1c, readadaption to mistle toe rock, outdated, going into the year, we had a reset
year in terms of party life, post mc, we had discussions about 1c and just better party life, other
c students dont hold same amount of respect as cmc kids and that just creates a weird dynamic,
assigning more accountability to attendees, planning for same capacity, total of 2000, allowing
the process in a diff way, instead of specific numbers to school, everyone at cmc has a plus one
from other 5c, fill out a form, shared accountability, shared amnesty, shared respect for place,
for people outside the 5cs, not guaranteed, but if this po,icy works better, we can be open to this
in the future, outside 5c allowed, not sure yet, seeing how stuff plays out
Tori: incidents dont just mean transports and medical attention, things like smoking and
treatment dos staff got, general disrespect feeling
Senator: thank u for the explanation, what can we look forward to at snow globe different than
mistletoe rock
Tori: reasoning for renaming, layout diff than normal parties, party cage, instead of dj at the
back, dj in the middle, dj in bubble, experiencing setbacks in terms of weather forecasts, wanna
do it at mckenna, dos doesnt want it there, wanna make sure it happens safely and in a fun way
Bella: still conversation between pec and ascmc happening
Josh: after meme and stuff we didnt really want to address them again
Tori: talk a bit more about pec vs aspc, how are they responding, plans in reprimanding and
communication stays healthy
Josh: every other 3c has expressed their disdain with this policy, mudd has expressed their
disconcern over this, pomona has authority to overrule the senates decision in a committee like
the events committee
Aleeza: question
Josh: people are allowed to do that, we are talking to their version of mk, admin is aloof we will
see how that works out
Nicole: what did our dos say about this
Josh: reads out responses, explaining what the deans said,

Harm reduction proposal from slc
Nicole: content warning about drug abuse and drug overload, fentanyl risk at cmc, slc mission to
improve slc on campus, fentanyl proposes such a big great threat to student life, dos needs to
have more resources to address this problem, and how thye should be administered at cmc, this



presentation is for harm reduction. Set of policies and practices that identifies behaviours help
them and how it can be conducted more safely. Examples of cmc harm reduction policys, cmc
alcohol production, opportunity to do it safely, cmc listens, fentynl testing strips, narcan nasal
spray, treatment for fentaly overdoes within minutes of consumption
Senator: is camp sec having narcan
Nicole: no one knows, students need to know
Gio: logistically, when it is brought to dos what the reaction ha sbeen and negative what will we
do
Nicole: dos prob has a policy, we cna lobby them to change the policy
Desmond: what about other student body, benefit greater if more people know how to administer
Nicole: odds of preventing fen overdose resoucres, more people have resurces to prevent this,
exponentially is just better, teal dot training
Josh: in californian u can get it for free its weird we cant get it on campus
Gio: claremont college camp sec is certified to have narcan, our camp sec doesnt, dos is trying
to get ras and our camp sec certified
Bella: are ras or fysg trained with any kind of response to drug overdose
Nicole: RAs have a lot of strict policies
Bella: dyk why they exist
Nicole: liability thing,
Desmond: note on test strips, false positive results, education part is important, know 2 cmcers
who did not properly use the strips
Nicole: cmc wide policy, standerdise things like education and strips
Bella: student groups for ending overdose, could that be an option
Nicole: existing policies at cmc that do not allow us to do that
Bella: can we include examples of other colleges having these policies in place
Gio: a respone you will get form the deans, ras added abilit/responsibilit, somehow mess up or
smth there is certain trauma associated with that, u tried it u messed up didnt work, added
traumas to RAs
Kimi: one suggestion for gios point, all RAs and FYGs be trained, but have RAs opt in or give
consent whether they would administer it in the case a need arises
Lily: little time to administer narcan u could add that to the presentation, that aspect needs to
come across
Nicole: one of the frustrating thing, we have the opportunity to make this campus safe its so
small everyone loves here this seems like an issue we should be capitalizing on and we should
definitely be on the forefront of this. Thats all thank you guys

Budget request from 5c tennis club
charlottE: one of the co presidents, background, 5c club for people at 5c, we go to competitions,
we need funding for those, 3000 smth dollars, last year we had 2000 smth leftover they thought
it was budget rollover, aspc request, 18% club breakdown goes to cmc, requesting from cmc,
423 dollars now, met with sam, gave us 200, limited amount, came to senate for remaining
Desmond: pomona has been the only one so far to give off funds to their clubs
Josh: how many of those are cmc students



Char: dont know the exact number, those expenses aside we have things for the clubs that are
required for the club to be run
AAA: 223 dollars, current standing is 12,000 smth left fpr the whole remaining year, 11 grand to
spend
Meg: AAA committee heard the same request, very reasonable request and quantity, fully fund
223
Bella: sams money came separate has nothing to do with this
Kimi: motion to fund in full
Nicole: seconded
Zane: motion is approve, i nay, congratulations you have been funded, desmond will be
reaching out to you

Quick updates from senate chairs
Haven: csc committee, cpb, large collab next semester, tree planting, anyone wanna help out
reach out
Aara: aac, finalised resource page, run it through dos and should be up and running next
semester
Kristen: eac, food waste initiatviev, we measured how much food is wasted, controversial thing,
she wants to get rid of disposable takeout boxes, cost is a few thousand dollars, push clothing
swap to next semester, logistical things we need to figure out

Open forum

Kimi: motion to adjourn
Nicole: seconded


